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Abstract: Production of new and basic recipes of modified construction mixes entails creation of modern
equipment, where the main process of the technological one is mixing. A number of rheological components
is in quantity from 0.05 to 0.5%, while the powders from source components differ on the size of particles (from
fractions of a micron to 5 mm) and density (from 0.1 g/cm  up to 4.0 g/cm ). In order to produce qualitative3 3

multicomponent mixtures with specified characteristics can be implemented by designingof mixers using the
mechanism of deformation of thin-walled elements, which organize motion control of components of the mixture
and relevant to them, running processes of mixing materials. Installed, identified and analyzed the theoretical
expression of the inertia load, inner strength, functional parameters and their extremes,which occur in arbitrary
sections of a variable working chamber as a result of its deformation depending on the size of the technological
eccentricity.
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state of a material  Trunnion  Technological eccentricity  Affine  Oblique  A polar
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parameters.

INTRODUCTION while intensify of a degree of influence of the modifying

Mixing  of  granular materials is widely used in parameters of prepared mixes leads to significant
various branches of chemical technology, power industry, reduction of expensive components [1].
agro-industrial, construction and many others. The task The tasks of increasing the efficiency of the systems
of preparation of uniform composition of mixtures is used in preparing the granular mixtures inclined to
connected with a number of difficulties, such as wide adhesion and agglomerating, segregation on the physic-
range of changing of physic-mechanical properties of the mechanical properties of particles (size, density and
processed material, the requirements to the quality and other), which differ in significant ratio of volumes of
composition of product, capacity, power and metal components (1:10 and above) determine the need for
consumption, etc. continuous improvement of known types of mixing

The use of means and methods of intensive mixing equipment and creation of new ones. Most often in the
allows to reconsider seriously the basic formulations production of construction materials gravity, centrifugal,
modified mixes and technology of their manufacturing, drum,  vibrating,  worm-lobed  and other mixers are used.

additives on physical-mechanical and technological
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 Their designis generally based on the characteristics of amalgamators of periodic action can be significantly
production, characteristics of mixed materials, the enhanced through the use in the construction of vertical
productivity of the required quality ready-mix and mixing device and the elimination of stagnant zones. The
economic capabilities of the enterprise. scientific idea of the work is in using the mechanism of

Today the receipt of several types of materials for deformation of thin-walled elements in the mixers for the
construction purposes is not possible without the use of organization of the motion control of the mixture
the mixing equipment, capable to provide the necessary components relevant to it, running processes of mixture
level of homogeneity of the mixture. In dry mixes for of materials in order to produce qualitative
regulation of their technological properties adopt multicomponent mixes with the specified characteristics
rheological  additives, a number of the components is [3-5].

introduced in small quantities (0.05-0.5%), however, their So, the objective is the development of the
influence on the formation of properties of mortar mixtures mathematical apparatus and theoretical models for the use
and  solutions is extremely large. They form in the of the mechanism of deformation of thin-walled elements
aqueous phase own structural grid or interact with the in amalgamators of periodic action with changing working
dispersed phase and maintain system stability, intensify chamber, in order to produce qualitative multicomponent
non-settling effect, increases the plasticity of the system, mixtures with specified characteristics.
provide the necessary level of thixotropic properties [1, 2]. In accordance to the set objective it is necessary to

To such additives can be referred superplasticizers, install the analytical expressions for determination of a
thickeners and water-retaining additives on the basis of stress state of the material the changing of the working
cellulose ethers, esters starch polymer dispersions and chamber.
additives on the base of layered silicates. Chemical
additives used for vodification of cement systems, have The Main Part: The deformable body is made of elastic
a noticeable impact on the physical- andmechanical material (rubber or corded rubber). When the body
properties of the finished product (cement, concrete, worksoccur tensions from deformation effects which arise
plasters, adhesives and other), however, their positive from the displacement of the axis of a given trunnionof
effect on physical and mechanical properties depends on technological eccentricity and the weight of the blend
the type and concentration of these modifying additives components [3-8].
and also technology introduction in the composition of For the analysis and definition of the functions of
the mixture and mixing [1-2]. inertial load and internal forces arising in the working

Recently modifying additives with a complex chamber of a given trunnionof technological eccentricity
composition come on sale in a finished form. Therefore, makes the following assumptions and hypotheses:
the device mixer is able to mix and homogenize powders of
initial components, differing on the size of particles (from The material of the shell is uniform, continuous and
fractions of a micron to 5 mm) and density (from 0.1 g/cm linearly elastic, i.e. obeys Hooke law [9].3

up to 4.0 g/cm ) is the key unit of the technological cycle In this design just working chamber isdeformed3

of the production of dry mixtures and their constituents. (hereinafter - shell), stiffness which is less than of
One of the possible ways to improve the mixing other steel parts (hundreds of times).

equipment for granular materials is the use of the designs Chamber height (L) and function of the radius of
of mixers with the possibility to control the movement of curvature r(x), forming the middle surface of the shell
particles inside the mixing chamber, which will provide the will remain constant in the process of the work of
necessary transfer of particles and stable achievement of loading the design and saved the vertical position of
the required quality mixture [3]. Therefore, the ability to the trunnion.
control the process of mixing, design simplicity, quick and Due to the small volume weight of the material
easy changeover mixer to work with different granular chamber [rho]ìnot taken into account tare weight of
materials is a current objective. the chamber when calculating the effect of external

The analysis of a condition and directions of concentrated static load on the trunnionP  to create
development of technology of mixing gives grounds to the specified technological eccentricity and in
put in the basis of these studies the following working determining the centrifugal inertial load of Pi from the
hypothesis - the effectiveness of the process of mixing of rotation of the trunnionwith a constant angular
materials with different physical-mechanical properties in velocity W.
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Fig. 1: Settlement scheme of the inertial load and inner strength.

Mode of operation of the mixer steady (steady-state),
at a certain angular velocity [omega]=const (c-1) (3)
and the number of revolutions per minute n.
The tilt angle [beta]e of the geometrical axis of the
deformed chamber is constant, i.e. coordinate axis X where c , c , c are constants,
is a straight line.
For solving the task, use two of the moving reference (4)
frame (Fig. 1):
Affine or oblique coordinate system [rho] OCa;
The polar coordinates [rho]and [alpha], where defined using conditions

(1) (5)

Working chamber of the mixer is a thin-walled shell Substituting (3) D=L, according to initial data, obtain
(Fig. 1) where [9]

(2) (6)

As an approximating dependence for the function Observed the hypothesis of flat horizontal sections
rc=rc(x) accept  the   second   degree     polynomial x and there are no folds (local buckling) on a
[7, 8, 10] and obtain: deformable surface of the camera.
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Fig. 2: Settlement scheme to calculate the inertial load,
inner strength, shear stresses and shifting efforts

The character of loading of the shell and the
constructive-technological ratio D=L with the
prerequisites of section 3, 6, 10, allows to
schematizeits tensed and deformed (final) state of the
simplified model of pure shear [9-10], when in any
section parallel to the axis [rho] , will act onlya

tangential stress [tau] and distributed power S.

S = h (7)
and the longitudinal efforts

N  = N  = 0, (8)â ã

Find the infinitely small mass [9,10]

(9)

and the linear inertial load q :i

(10)

(11)

where the expressions for the functions R=R(x ), fixinga

the position of the rotating axis X  (Fig. 2) and the angulara

velocity of the trunnion [omega] are [9-10]:

(12)

(13)

Upon receipt of the formula use the expression (11) to
construct a dimensionless inertial load diagram of
changes of occurring in the material of the chamber from
its own weight:

(14)

get maximum value:

(15)

which is calculated from the expressions (4, 7)

(16)

where
(17)

To determine the function of the internal forces
Qi(x ) pre find the support reactions u , u from the loada o

q  (formula (11), Fig. 2) from the equations in the form ofi

the sum of the moments of all external forces regarding the
points O  and Oaccordingly:

whence

(18)
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where 0,98 - coefficient, using the formula 12, [10] is 

(19)

whence

horizontal sections of the chamber height (L=D

(20)

Next, on the basis of the obtained analytical
expressions (11) and (20) for q (x ) and supportingi a

reaction u  according to the circuit of the Figure 2, find:o

sections of the cameraheight (L=D =0.35 m, de =

(21) chamber fivefold, the value of the inertial load increases

Figure 3 shows the character of change of the inertia The graphs in Figure 4 show that the maximum value
load on the material of the changeable working chamber of inner strength is at the base of the chamber, which is
depending on the design (thickness of the walls of the rigidly fixed semirings and by increasing thickness of the
chamber, its height) and technological (rotation frequency chamber fivefold, the value of the internal forces increases
of a trunnion, density of a material) parameters in flat fivefold.
horizontal sections of the chamber height. For the determination of analytic expressions of

Fig. 2. Settlement scheme to calculate the inertial load, distribution functional parameters and their extremes in
inner strength, shear stresses and shifting efforts arbitrary sections of the working chamber of mixer, it is

The greatest value of this function is at a distance necessaryto understand that the functional parameters are
from the base of the chamber x =0.22 m (x =0.6385L) tangential stress ([tau], [tau] ), where = (x , a) anda a

(Fig. 3.). As the maximum value of the coefficient of filling the shifting efforts (S, S ), where S=S(x , a) in the
the chamber material is 0.75, the majority of the material section x of the chamber body.
acts on the base and part of it that is above the median The general nature of the distribution of tangential
height value of the chamber determines the increase of the stresses [tau] in an arbitrary section of the x of the body
values of inertial load due to the reduction of its  diameter while =0 is presented in Figure 5. Due to the symmetry

Fig. 3: Schedule changes of the inertial load in flat

=0.35 m, de = 0.08 m

Fig. 4: Schedule changes of inner strength in horizontal

0.08 m)

and  centrifugal  forces  arising  at rotation of the
trunnion. Decreasing the thickness of the walls of the

fivefold.
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Fig. 5: The scheme of distribution of tangential stresses
[tau] in an arbitrary section of the x  body at f =0a k

of the scheme concerning an axis [rho] , diagram[tau] for Fig. 6: Schedule changes of tangential stresses in thea

any moment of time t will be the same as in the case when horizontal  sections  of  the  chamber   height
the rotation angle =0. (L=D =0.35 m, de = 0.08 m)ê

Calculation of the diagram in an arbitrary section is
produced using the following expressions [9-10]:

(22)

where

(23)

where A is the most tense point on the longitudinal
section of the deformed body, in which

(24)

Where Q is the algebraic sum of the algebraic expressions
of efforts Q and Q =P according to the formula (21) wei p

have

(25)

Multiplying the left and the rightparts of relation (22)
and (23) to the wall thickness h get. 

(26)

where

(27)

(28)

Fig. 7: Schedule changes of shifting efforts in
horizontalsections  the  height  of  the camera
(L=D =0.35 m, de = 0.08 m)

this formula is derived on the basis of dependencies(6),
(21), (25), (27).

Figure 6 and Figure 7 displays the changes of
tangential stresses and shifting efforts from the structural
and technological parameters in flat horizontal sections.

They take maximum values in the field of attach the
chamber to the trunnion and by increasing height of the
chamber from the base to the trunnion, the values of
tangential stresses and shifting efforts are increased 6
times. The values for the tangential stresses are 20 times
more than the shifting efforts. It should be noted that the
maximum values of tangential stresses occur in chambers
with minimum wall thickness and the highest values of
shifting efforts occur in the chambers with maximum wall
thickness.

According to the results of numerical studies shown
in Figures 4-7, made the diagrams and the dependences of
main functions and functional parameters of the chamber
with thickness h = 0.003 m, as the most expedient from
the point of view of ensuring the stability of deformable
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